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Chapter 1
Functions 

Textbook section IXL skills

1.1:  Review of Functions Identify and evaluate functions
1. Identify functions   NK6

2. Find values of functions from graphs   JSS

3. Evaluate functions   9EY

Domain and range
4. Domain and range   A2P

5. Domain and range of linear functions: word
problems   9TY

Composition of functions
6. Composition of functions   Y8M

Average rate of change
7. Average rate of change I   P8Z

8. Average rate of change II   MYZ

1.2:  Representing Functions Linear functions
1. Linear functions: mixed review   UC5

Piecewise functions
2. Graph piecewise-defined functions   8TC

Function transformations
3. Function transformation rules   NWV

4. Transformations of functions   9CX

5. Describe function transformations   NZ2

1.3:  Inverse, Exponential, and Logarithmic
Functions

Inverse functions
1. Identify inverse functions   KJ6

2. Find values of inverse functions from tables   PS6

3. Find values of inverse functions from
graphs   DEA

4. Find inverse functions and relations   CYR
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Exponential and logarithmic functions
5. Domain and range of exponential and

logarithmic functions   DUA

6. Convert between exponential and logarithmic
form   9N4

7. Match exponential functions and graphs   Y6F

8. Exponential growth and decay: word
problems   U6Q

Properties of logarithms
9. Change of base formula   NNL

10. Properties of logarithms: mixed review   E47

11. Evaluate logarithms using properties   ZYM

Solve exponential and logarithmic equations
12. Solve exponential equations   JD8

13. Solve logarithmic equations   36U

1.4:  Trigonometric Functions and Their Inverses Radians and degrees
1. Convert between radians and degrees   VMP

Find trigonometric ratios
2. Find trigonometric ratios using right

triangles   8CK

3. Find trigonometric ratios using the unit
circle   P2L

4. Find trigonometric ratios using reference
angles   RAF

5. Convert between trigonometric ratios   DW7

Inverses of trigonometric functions
6. Inverses of trigonometric functions   LHP

Trigonometric equations
7. Solve trigonometric equations   FMH

Graphs of sine and cosine functions
8. Find properties of sine and cosine functions   J2U

9. Write equations of sine and cosine functions
from graphs   8K6

10. Write equations of sine and cosine functions
using properties   Y89

11. Graph sine and cosine functions   VRS
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Chapter 2
Limits 

Textbook section IXL skills

2.1:  The Idea of Limits 1. Average velocity   ZBT

2.2:  Definitions of Limits 1. Find limits using graphs   BF5

2. Find one-sided limits using graphs   L7Q

3. Determine if a limit exists   9YS

2.3:  Techniques for Computing Limits 1. Find limits using limit laws   W8J

2. Find limits of polynomials and rational
functions   9BY

3. Find limits involving factorization and
rationalization   GXB

Also consider
• Find limits involving absolute value

functions   VLB

• Find limits using addition, subtraction, and
multiplication laws   BTG

• Find limits using the division law   MKT

• Find limits using power and root laws   PJD

2.4:  Infinite Limits 1. Find limits at vertical asymptotes using
graphs   VZP

2. Find the limit at a vertical asymptote of a
rational function I   5KF

3. Find the limit at a vertical asymptote of a
rational function II   8QE

2.5:  Limits at Infinity 1. Determine end behavior using graphs   VY9

2. Determine end behavior of polynomial and
rational functions   GVF

2.6:  Continuity 1. Identify graphs of continuous functions   24H

2. Determine continuity at a point   4A2

3. Determine continuity on an interval using
graphs   E6M
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4. Intermediate Value Theorem   BDH

Also consider
• Find and analyze points of discontinuity using

graphs   S48

• Make a piecewise function continuous   VKT

2.7:  Precise Definitions of Limits
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Chapter 3
Derivatives 

Textbook section IXL skills

3.1:  Introducing the Derivative 1. Find values of derivatives using limits   9KU

2. Find the slope of a tangent line using limits   F5K

3. Find equations of tangent lines using limits   MBX

3.2:  Working with Derivatives

3.3:  Rules of Differentiation 1. Sum and difference rules   LDE

2. Power rule I   5UG

3. Find derivatives of polynomials   TL2

Also consider
• Find higher derivatives of polynomials   EVK

3.4:  The Product and Quotient Rules 1. Product rule   P86

2. Find derivatives using the product rule   ZSB

3. Quotient rule   D8X

4. Find derivatives using the quotient rule   GVC

3.5:  Derivatives of Trigonometric Functions 1. Find limits involving trigonometric
functions   MFS

2. Find derivatives of trigonometric functions I   EVC

3. Find derivatives of trigonometric functions
II   CG5

3.6:  Derivatives as Rates of Change 1. Find instantaneous rates of change   XZU

2. Velocity as a rate of change   E2W

3.7:  The Chain Rule 1. Chain rule   3L2

2. Find derivatives using the chain rule   HYN

Also consider
• Find higher derivatives of exponential and

trigonometric functions   PYJ
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3.8:  Implicit Differentiation 1. Find derivatives using implicit
differentiation   HVQ

2. Find tangent lines using implicit
differentiation   DHJ

3. Find derivatives of radical functions   AF9

Also consider
• Power rule II   NML

• Find higher derivatives of rational and radical
functions   K93

3.9:  Derivatives of Logarithmic and Exponential
Functions

1. Find derivatives of exponential and logarithmic
functions I   HE8

2. Find derivatives of exponential and logarithmic
functions II   GL5

3. Find derivatives using logarithmic
differentiation   EPD

Also consider
• Find higher derivatives of logarithmic and power

functions   VHH

3.1:  Derivatives of Inverse Trigonometric Functions 1. Inverse function rule   KUN

2. Find derivatives of inverse trigonometric
functions   E7Q

Also consider
• Find second derivatives of trigonometric,

exponential, and logarithmic functions   AQT

3.11:  Related Rates
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